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The Future of EDI
Visibility is Here
Syncrofy allows you to maximize your B2B
investment and gain greater visibility into your data.
Its web-based solution provides self-service EDI
insights to key business leaders without requiring
any advanced technical knowledge, enabling
users to analyze, interpret and act on information
faster and more effectively.

Drive Collaboration & Resolve
Issues Faster
Syncrofy enables you to set notification policies that
alert you when your data requires your attention.
Whether it’s generated purchase orders or SLA
exceptions, Syncrofy will keep you informed and in
charge. Users can also invite business partners to
access their own transactions via Syncrofy, making
it simpler to quickly resolve issues together.
Syncrofy allows you to:
Create notifications to remain on top of your
business operations
Set rules to proactively monitor for errors
Get contextual alerts on SLA exceptions and
other issues
Grant partners Syncrofy access to share
information

Increased Revenue, Reduced
Operational Costs
With real-time access to data as well as customizable
dashboards and reports, Syncrofy enables you to make
better decisions and get insights
With Syncrofy, you can:
Monitor business trends and processes to
anticipate and prevent issues
Reduce strain on IT and technical resources with
self-service simplicity
Expedite issue resolution and enable stronger
strategic decision-making
Create and download detailed reports of your
entire EDI data environment

Empowered Real-time
Business Insights
Designed with non-technical users in mind, Syncrofy
enables you to see and analyze EDI data in a simplified
way from anywhere and on any device, alleviating
stress on IT resources and enabling your business to
operate faster and smarter.
With Syncrofy, users can:
Search and view their critical EDI data as easily
comprehensible business documents
Track and follow transactions through
timeline views
View dashboards for fast and easy information

Your Data, Secured in the Cloud

Want to learn more?

Syncrofy’s full cloud architecture means there’s no physical

Find out how Syncrofy can help you improve your

management of your information required. Simply send us

business with tools for visualizing and managing

your data and we’ll take it from there. That means fewer

EDI data. Visit www.coenterprise.com

upfront costs and less maintenance for you while having
access to our best-in-class, 24/7 support.
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